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I have been a frequent Hack-A-Day reader for many years. Throughout
2015 I kept seeing news about the then very new ESP8266 modules. Around
Christmas time that year I finally bit the bullet and bought a few ESP-01

modules with the intention of using them with the CoCo and DriveWire. I
quickly hacked together a test platform on a breadboard.

Out of the box the ESP-01 modules had AT-style software which had a
simple TCP/IP communication mode that was not at all suitable for use with
DriveWire. What was required was to turn the ESP module into a Trans-
parent Serial-to-Wifi Bridge. It was also around this time around the middle
to end of 2015 that SDK kits for the ESP8266 modules became available and
easy to install. I both got to work on writing my own bridge software as well
as searching for the many examples out there on the interwebs and github.
In the end I settled on a very featureful one called ESP-Link which has a web
interface to control it. One feature that was missing from ESP-Link was the
ability for it to make an outgoing connection which I added (I did not know
at the time that the Java DriveWire 4 server supports making outbound
connections, exactly for this purpose)

I connected my CoCo3FPGA to the ESP-01 board and started testing
at 460k baud. Small amounts of IO like directory listings and loading small
programs worked fine, but there were problems with booting NitrOS-9, and
the CoCo would hang either in the middle of booting or randomly seemed
to hang when it seemed to drop a serial status packet here and there. I still
had similar trouble at 115k baud.

Time for some troubleshooting. The Java DriveWire4 server does have
some debugging options, but they are not very good. Actually it’s was pretty
much impossible to figure out what it was doing even with the most verbose
debugging output enabled. The issue was that for every byte received it sent
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out 6 lines of output, and this completely swamped any other useful output.
What I wanted was a compact and concise line for each command giving it’s
details and the returned result code. Since this is what I wanted and the
Java DriveWire server pyDriveWire was born.

The DriveWire Specifications have been available since DriveWire was
released to public domain by Boisy Pitre and Cloud9-Tech. With the specs
in hand, implementation of the base DriveWire 3 Level protocol for disk
image access was straightforward and mostly functional in a few weeks time.
This base code is straightforward because in the protocol the CoCo is the
“master” and the server simply responds to the request. The server code
was also written to be agnostic to what type of connection the requests were
coming in on. This made it easy to support DriveWire over serial ports,
incoming and outgoing TCP/IP connections. All of these were supported
and working very early on in the life of pyDriveWire.

As mentioned above, one of the primary reasons for working on py-
DriveWire was making it easier to debug communication problems between
the client and server. pyDriveWire has a three-level debugging system: No
debugging: Only errors are printed. Command Debugging: One line is
printed for each command executed. Data Debugging: All data sent and
received in the server is dumped to the screen in a hexdump canonical for-
mat. The debug level can be changed on the fly making it very easy to
debug issues with communication to either DriveWire protocol clients or
vPort channels.

Getting up to DriveWire Protocol Level 4 took a few months to get work-
ing. While the protocol is documented there are some corners and details
which are either ambiguous or not documented at all. After implementing
pyDriveWire directly to the published specifications it did not work com-
pletely in all cases. pyDriveWire is a “99% clean room” DriveWire 4 im-
plementation. This means that 99% of the implementation was from speci-
fication documents and reverse engineering and only 1% or less of the Java
DriveWire4 server code was used to gain insight to resolve those corner cases
and ambiguities where it was required.

I worked on the Virtual Serial Port part of pyDriveWire through the
Spring and Summer of 2016. It went through a few iterations as improve-
ments were made. As things progressed I started noticing that similar code
was needed for communication with the DriveWire clients and the vPort
connections and went through a refactoring and redesign of the entire com-
munication architecture of the server. The result was probably the best
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designed part of the pyDriveWire server. After a lot of experimentation I
came up with a core DWIO class which set the interface between the DriveWire
server and any of it’s DriveWire Client or vPort channels. For the DriveWire
protocol communications DWSocket, DWSocketServer, and DWSerial classes
implement and extend DWIO directly. Each vPort that the client opens is
connected to a DWChannel object. Through the channel the vPort client can
either communicate with a DWParser command parser or it can serve as a
bridge to another DWIO channel which could again be any type of DWIO com-
munication channel. Once this architecture was put into place it enabled
completion of a majority of the dw, tcp, and AT commands. A lot of testing
was done with NitrOS-9 and FUZIX and after much adjustment and tuning
the vPort work was pretty much complete. This got released as version v0.1.

pyDriveWire has had releases and udpates on an approximately annual
or biannual schedule:

• The first release was pyDriveWire v0.1 on Dec 3, 2016.

• pyDriveWire v0.2 was released on Apr 29, 2017 to coincide with The
26th Annual ”Last” Chicago Coco Fest. This version contained a few
enhancements and bug fixes to address various issues.

• pyDriveWire v0.3 was announced on Apr 14, 2018 to coincide with
The 27th CocoFest. It contained bug fixes and new features such as
Experimental printing support and the ability to load disk images from
a URL.

• pyDriveWire v0.4 was released on Nov 3, 2018 and included support
for the EmCee protocol.

• pyDriveWire v0.5 will be announced in April 2019. It will have a new
web interface, support for running in “daemon“ mode, allowing for
multiple server instances to be run in parallel, and an enhanced and
refined config file parser.

I don’t have a good handle on the actual number of users of pyDriveWire,
but Ron Klein and Brett Gordon have both assisted with testing, provided
bug reports, feature requests, and invaluable feedback. Praise and encourage-
ment has come from many, including such CoCo luminaries as Steve Bjork,
John Linville, and Boisy Pitre. Thank you all for the support. Last but not
least, CoCo Forever!
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